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OUR MISSION
Business competence
The primary mission of Climate Control Companies of New Zealand (CCANZ) is to ‘establish and promote high
standards of business competence and industry conduct for companies engaged in the climate-controlled
environment industry’.
Our strategic statements are:
 Ethics in business
 Education for improvement
 Voice of industry
 Safety in performance
RECOGNITION
Recognised as industry leaders
Our 100+ members hail from a variety of industry sectors within the built environment. Our membership is
comprised of representatives from Refrigeration, Mechanical Services, Heat Pumps and Air Conditioning,
Ventilation and of course Suppliers and Wholesalers – all of whom are committed to the success of the
HVAC&R industry. CCCANZ is committed to providing a wide range of benefits to members to ensure a wellinformed and supported membership.
The Board of CCCANZ strives to deliver decisions that best suit the needs of our members today, tomorrow
and in years to come.
LEADERSHIP
CCCANZ members know the HVAC&R industry
Covid-19 disrupted our lives and economy again for a considerable portion of 2021. Businesses needed to
adjust their strategies and operational models. Even the most resilient of companies within our industry faced
challenges of the kind not seen before. The Government offered several supporting schemes to help
businesses survive the downtown.
CCCANZ maintains relationships with other industry associations through MOU or Members thereof;
government agencies such as WorkSafe, MBIE, MfE; industry appointments to committees and boards; and
is involved as a corporate trustee of other entities.
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OUR BOARD

BOARD DIRECTORS

GOVERNANCE

Council activities have consisted of three meetings held in 2021.
CCCANZ has instigated governance software “Stellar Library” to be installed for the HVAC&R Centre. This is to
provide regulatory compliance to improved efficiency, enhanced privacy and security, and better data quality
and control. Benefits include better decision making, compliance, improved business performance and better
data quality.
With the pending Incorporated Society Act been read in government, the CCCANZ Board has undertaken a
review of the constitution. Due to Covid-19 and overall governance, the Board has reviewed the financial
capabilities. A restructure during 2021 of key performance areas has been undertaken and expenses
reduced to match resources.
Board terms are a maximum of six consecutive years. The Board appointed a co-opt member, Mark Hoskin,
in September 2021 to assist in its forward planning for board appointments.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT

My role as Executive Director includes IRHACE, CCCANZ, RLNZ, RRNZ and RRO as well as managing the HVAC&R
Centre. I started during April 2021 and have been working with the CCCANZ Board in reviewing their
governance and restructuring operations to match both our financial and membership needs.
Part of our governance review is to introduce governance software during 2021/2022 to provide the Board
regulatory compliance to improved efficiency and enhanced privacy and security. The constitution of CCCANZ
was also reviewed and we are prepared for the release of the new Incorporated Societies Act in 2022.
The planned HVAC&R Conference was halted in its tracks several times in 2021 firstly due to the ASB
Showgrounds going into liquation; secondly by Covid-19 and lastly Omicron. It is disappointing as we have not
been able to run an event for the past two years and the IRHACE Council is looking at other ways that our main
event can be involved in going forward.

2021 RESTRUCTURE

During 2021, the following areas were reviewed and resulted in:




Closure of the IRHACE Centre Office and moving to remote working.
Introduction of the HVAC&R Centre which covers IRHACE, CCCANZ, RLNZ, RRNZ, RRO.
Changeover to a digital platform for systems and communications.

The HVAC&R Centre now have a team of specialists that cover our legal, accounting, IT, graphics and systems
with a small team of administrators covering finance, membership, events and communications.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

The introduction of the RLNZ platform in October 2021, provided an industry centralized database and online
portal for technical education. This has provided a much-needed platform for CCCANZ members to be involved
in technical education such as the IRHACE CPD programme.
The IRHACE Industry Journal moved from printed to digital. CCCANZ has direct input into the Journal and its
members are regularly contributing. This has proved successful with more advertisers, a bigger reading and
circulation audience; being read in multiple countries and a reduction in costs.

COMING IN 2022

Our website development which will cover IRHACE, CCCANZ and RLNZ and move us to a platform that
integrates with our other systems and brings on new resources.





Governance training for the CCCANZ Board
Further resources for CCCANZ member companies
Reintroduction of CCCANZ Awards
Enhancing the current member benefits in the technical education area
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FINANCIAL REPORT

The finance of the association remains strong during the pandemic, which we are really appreciating the
support of our members. Our net Assets increased 23.7% to $386,446. Membership fee remains stable but
would like to point out that this year due to the pandemic, there are lack of new members subscriptions.
Also, there is no Sponsorship incomes in this financial year. For the expenses side thank you for the hard
work of the Gina and her HVAC&R Centre team we see significant saving in administrations’ cost as the team
been working hard to reduce the wastage and swapping a few service providers to a more cost and benefit
outcome for the business.
Looking forward to 2022-2023, the association will be engaging with more trainings, functions and visits, and
our financial will be a good cornerstone to support these planned activities to provide more benefits to our
members.

Garry Ko
Board Director – Treasurer
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MEMBERSHIP

MEMBER BENEFITS
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